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TECHNICAL DATASHEET "STUCCO PRIMO"
BACKGROUND for “STUCCO di ANTICHE TRADIZIONI”
-

Description: specific background for the Stucco di Antiche Tradizioni.

-

Main Characteristics:
• Can be applied with a simple brush over any painted wall without scraping of using
sandpaper (when the underlying plaster is in good shape)
• very easy application
OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

-

Ready to use: water down adding 30%-40% of plain water

-

Non toxic: composition is based on vegetal resins and pure baked quality lineseed oils;
in case of contact with the skin rinse with water, don't use synthetic thinners.

-

Working temperature: above 5°C.

-

Tools: brush.

-

Tools Cleaning: plain water, warm if possible

-

Directions for Use: apply one coat of water-based primer before the “Stucco Primo".
Above water-based paints or good (smooth) gypsum plaster apply one layer of stucco
"Primo". Above paints or plaster in bad conditions (porous) first smooth the surface
with one layer of “Plaster for Large Surfaces” Extra (see specific datasheet). If the
original colour of the wall is very different from chosen shade of the “Stucco di Antiche
Tradizioni”, first apply a coat of normal paint with a shade matching the “Stucco Primo"
and then the “Stucco Primo".

-

Drying: minimum 4 hours at 18 °C, depends on temperature and humidity.

-

Color: all shades available for the Stucco Madreperlato.

-

Yield: 8/10 sqm/liter of diluted product.

-

Shelf life: about 2 years in a fresh room closed in the original container. When diluted,
life is limited to 2/3 months.

IMPORTANT NOTE
Before the applicaiton carefully stir the stucco insideits original container; apply the stucco
“Primo” using the same color shade of the “Stucco di Antiche Tradizioni”.

